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In this addendum, we will give a table of the classification of the automor-
phisms on the surfaces with p。=l,c}=2, 冗1= Z/2Z and K ample. 
Let X be a smooth surface with p0 = 1,Ci= 2, 冗1= Z/2Z and K ample. 
Denote by X the universal cover of X andそthecovering transformation. Then, 
any a E Aut (X) has a lifting a E Aut (X), which commutes withそ(anotherlifting 
is訳）， and釦EAut(X)induces a projectivity of P=P(l, 1, 1,2,2), since Xis 
a weighted complete intersection in P and K戸 (!}g(l). For a E Aut (X) and 
a'E Aut (X'), we consider the following equivalence relation: 
(A.I) a~ a'<=⇒ 秘： x~ ご,X's.t. a'= aaoc-1 
Carrying out a similar program in [U.2], we get: 
Theorem (A. 2) Any automorphism uキidqf a smooth suげaceX with p u = 1,
cr=2, 冗1= Z /2Z and Kx ample has a lifting j I in the table below up to the equiva-
fence relation (A.l), and such a i; is uniquely determined by u. The induced 
actions onが (Tx),H0(叫） andHゎ，＂（叫） are as follows: 
a lifting of a isi; up to (A.1) the induced actions of er onが (Tx),
H0(Q¼) and HJ,i111(Ql) respectively 
a, =(1, 1, 1, 1, -1) 14(1)+2(-l), (-1), 
13(-1)+4(1) 
む=(l,1, 1, -1, -1,) 12(1)+4(-l), (1), 
9(1)+8(-1) 
免=(1,i, i, 1, 1) 6(1)+6{-1)+4(i), (-1), 
6{ -1) + 3(1)+4{ -i) +4{i) 
む=(1,i, i, 1, -1) 6(1) + 6(-1)+2(i)+2(-i), (1), 
6(1) + 3(-1)+4(i)+4(-i) 
ii5=(1, i, -i, 1, 1) 6(1) +6(-1)+2(i) +2(-i), (1), 
5(1)+4(-1)+4(i)+4(-i) 
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ii6=(1, i, -i, l, -1) 6(1) + 6(-1) +2(i)+2(-i), (-1), 
5(-1) +4(1) +4(-i)+4(i) 
む=(l,1, -l, 1, 1) 10(1)+6(-1), (-1), 
10(-1)+ 7(1) 
ffs=O, 1, ;, 1, l) 6(1)+4(-I)+ 5(i) + I(-i), (i), 
5(i) + 5(-i) + 6(-1) + l ()
u-9=(1, 1, i, l, -1) 5(1) +5(-1) +4(i) +2(-i), (-i), 
5(-i)+ 5(i) +4(1)+ 3(-1) 
if10=(l, 1, i, -1, -1) 4(1)+6(-1)+ 3(i) + 3(-i), (i), 
5(i) +5(-i) + 2(-1) + 5(1) 
811 =(l, 1, -1, 1, -1) 10(1)+6(-l), (1), 
10(1)+7(-I) 
5。,=(l,1, -1, (1, I) 8(1)+8(-1), (-1), 
8(-1)+9(1) 
む=(1,1, -1, (1, -1)) 6(1)+6(-1)+2(i) +2(-i), (1), 
4(1) + 5(-1)+4(i)+4(-i) 
む=(1,s, s又(I'1)) 3(1)+3(-l)+3(i)+3(-i)+2(e) 
+2(-s), (-i), 
3(-i) + 3(i) + 1(1)+2(-1) +2(eり
+2(炉）+2(e)+2(eり
ii5,=(1, e, 炉， (1,1) 2(1) +4(-1) +3(i)+3(-i) + l(e) 
+ l(e3)+ 1(炒）+l(eり， (-1), 
2(-1)+3(1)+2(-i)+2(i)+2(e5) 
+2(炉）+2(e)+2但）
む,=(!, C, C乃(1,1) 2(1)+4(-I)+ 3(i) + 3(-i)+ l(e) 
+l(e3)+1(炉）+ I(炉）， (1), 
1(1)+4(-1) +2(i) +2(-i)+2(s) 
+2(社）+2(炉）+2(炉）
where we use the notation : 
i= ✓ コ and B = exp(2冗i/8).
(1, c1, c2, c3, c4) (resp. (1, c1, c2, (c3, c4)) E Aut (P(l, 1, 1, 2, 2) sends (w, x1, 
ゃ， Z3,Z4) to (w, C岱1,C岱2,C3Z3, C4Z4) (resp. (w, C1X1, C2X2, C3Z4, 臼23).
m10,1)+ m2V,2)+・・・十m,().,)indicates that the ).reigen subspace has dinien-
sion叩 (j=I,2, . ,r). 
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